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01. DIRECTORS
COLUMN

ONE THING YOU HAVE DONE TO
ADAPT TO THE NEW NORMAL?

2. Spent more time with family enjoying choti choti khushiyan with them
more than before.
3. One thing that I took up during the pandemic to help myself cope
with the added stress of the situation was to start using Tik Tok. On a very
serious note it has been instrumental in helping me unwind after a long
eventful day. I wish i could tell you all to do the same but the recent ban
has caused me much stress in this new normal era ;)
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Due to Covid, I think a lot of changes have forcibly happened. We have had
slightly elongated deployment pipelines and a lot of Zoom calls over time.
The one thing I have become accustomed to is how to make an effort to be
as close to our customers as possible without the conventional physical meet
up. This has been achieved through greater focus on collaborative tools like
Zoom, Teams and significant increase in speed of communication. Even on
the weekends and late hours, I have had to adapt in making a conscious
effort to respond swiftly. A key example is wearing bone conduction
headphones during exercise hours (normally I never used any audio device
while cycling) so I can remain accessible even when on the go.

COVID has pushed us to a corner which we never planned for. We have our
plans and then God has his plans. All I can say is that it doesn’t matter how
long we stay here, we have to make sure we pick ourself up, dust ourself
down and take the knowledge from the experience to grow personally and
professionally.

Ahsan Khan

Khurram Haider

1. Pay more attention to my mental and physical health. Yes I know it
doesn’t seem like it but I have taken up more physical exercise than before.

Sharoon Saleem

Yasir Memon

Like everyone else, the stress of “change” has not been easy to manage
for me during this new normal phase. A couple of things I’ve done to cope
and adapt to the new normal:

Spending more quality time with my Kids. Never imagined that we would
have to be stuck inside for so long. However this lockdown has also given
us a great opportunity to further strengthen our bond as a family and more
importantly with kids by becoming part of their day to day activities. With
our fast-paced lives, where everyone has a different set routine during
weekdays and hardly any time together as a family on weekdays. The
lockdown has given a chance to go back to the days when family time was
the most important time of the day. As a father, I feel one misses out on
this time a lot but most mothers by virtue of their role in the house get to
spend it with kids, whether they work or at home. Covid provided a unique
opportunity to fathers like me to be more involved with kids on a day to day
basis.
The pandemic has given an unprecedented opportunity to bond in special
way. Starting a day with playing indoor football with my 2.5 year old son,
later in the afternoon teaching my younger daughter how to ride and
fix a bike. Jog and cycle with my eldest daughter and she teaching me
how to make pizza and bake cookies which I felt were amazing bonding
experiences. In the evenings, playing board games and watching movies
together as a whole family. With our busy routines we never realize how all
such small efforts and tasks brings everyone closer and a part of me doesn’t
want to let go of this anymore. Hope this will continue as new norm even
after life goes back to pre covid times.
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02. WHAT’S HAPPENING?

Leadership Connect
Play Hard, Work Harder! The SLTs and Management Committee
had a Planning Workshop in Nathia Gali from Sept 7-10. From
meetings and presentations to early morning treks, it was a much
needed break from the day to day office routine!
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02.WHAT’S HAPPENING?

Networking Event at Daftarkhwan
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Salesflo took part in a Networking Event that took place
at Daftarkhwan where all the companies introduced
themselves, their offerings and services. It was an
immensely great learning experience.

New Office in Lahore – Daftarkhwan
It was quite a refreshing change for the Lahore team
to relocate to the new office at Daftarkhwan. The
beautiful workspace was just what the team needed.
Plus, the Break Room and FIFA ensures that the team
has fun alongside as well.
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New Application development:
Salesflo Sight
• A cross platform solution with enhanced business intelligence
for improved decision making and wider accessibility to crucial
data.
What’s Different?
• Can be accessed by Sales Directors as well.
• Developed using React Native so works equally well on iOS
and Android.
• Dashboard and newsfeed features allow managers to have
maximum visibility.

Go Live for Engage
- Mondelez has joined with Engage with their first distribution Go
Live in September 2020. Achievement Unlocked!
First International Contract
- Engage’s first International Contract was signed with Asian
Food Factory in September 2020. This is just the start towards
International Recognition.
Engage Application
- Engage is a single platform where users can manage multiple
workflows, such as Trade marketing or any other user defined
workflows. It helps users manage their programs easily through
single sign on, gives complete visibility and empowers users to
customize their own analytics.

Jugnu

Salesflo

Storeviz/Engage

03. SUCCEEDING EVERYDAY

Go Live for Jugnu

- RB Hygiene, Nestle, Hilal Foods, Continental Biscuits Limited, Shan Foods,
Omore, Kausar and Beiersdorf have joined Jugnu with their first Go Live’s.
Huge Achievement!

Applications utilized in the market:

- Jugnu Retailer – The Jugnu Retailer App enables retailers to place orders
for multiple SKU’s from a wide range of Manufacturers, Brands & Categories.
- JugnuGo – JugnuGo is an internal application developed especially for the
purpose of enabling our Fulfillment team to efficiently deliver the orders.
- Jugnu Dost – The Jugnu Dost application allows our field workers to
navigate through the stores fence that is given to them, tag stores and
explore their visit plans throughout the day.
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04. SAVE IT OUT LOUD!

We asked, ‘If the world was ending and you could save any 2 people from
Salesflo, Who would they be and why?’ Here’s what people said...
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1) Muhammad Hamza - Because having a
senior around would mean wise decisions
plus Hamza bhai has a lot of good stuff to
talk about :D and Chess ofcourse.
2) Insha Wamiq- Having a foodie buddy is
a must. She’ll always be CHILL and ready
for some fun.

1) Shakir Bhai - Unko kuch hogaya touh
mera promotion atak jaye gaa, isliye I will
save him.
2) Sir Kamal - Manager needs to be saved
first because he is a leader so we need
him in every step so rather than saving
someone else, he is most important.

1) Kamal Bhai - Because he cares for
everyone & he deserves to be saved.
2) Iqra Khan - Because she is the road to
my promotion.

1) Muhammad Hamza Khan - I like his way of
finding things from cave.
2) Sir Yasir - He is the real hero across all with
such a unique personality.
1) Raiha - She has a never ending supply
of gossip.
2) Hasan Zafar- I would need someone his
height to fight off post-apocalyptic monsters

1) Rasheed Bhai - Kaam k bandey hain
2) Yasir Bhai - Ab Salary to chaiye na :p

1) Shahmir - The humanity should be left
with good hearts. Also need someone
to connect with at all levels of mischief
#BUHAT SHARARTI HO BETA :p
2) Rasheed - Desi Ted, someone to play
with.

1) Zoha - We aren’t working in the same
city but bonded the most over this time :p
2) Raiha - Koi LUMS buddy bhi touh saath
hou :p

1) Khurram - He is fun company. He would
make survival easy with his quirky funny side.
2) Roshan - He can cook. Would need him to
cook nice food.
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05. ONE MINUTE WITH

IQRA BALOCH
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Q1. What constitutes as “the perfect day” to you?
My perfect day would start on a beach, where the waves are crashing
on the rocks; where the beautiful sky is covered with clouds and rain
drops are falling on the ground; where I would try to hide my feet into
the sand; where I can close my eyes, enjoy a cup of tea and forget all
my worries!
Q2. What is the worst purchase you’ve ever made?
The worst purchase I have ever made is a doll, who sang the song
Chaiya Chaiya. After bringing the doll home, it was not playing the
song and that made me upset.
Q3. What would you want your nickname to be?
To be honest I never thought about it. However, if necessary, it could be
‘Queen’.
Q4. What does your typical work from home uniform look like?
My work from home uniform is simple home comfy clothes. I feel more
relaxed and more focused on my work.
Q5. What is something no one can ever guess about you?
My age! No one can ever guess this right, just by looking at me.
Q6. If you met a genie who offered you three wishes, what would you
wish for?
1. To be rich & wealthy.
2. To travel the world without spending any money.
3. I would love to have the superpowers so that I can change what I
don’t like.

Q7. If you could commit a crime and get away with it, what would it
be?
I will go to Switzerland and steal all the delicious
chocolates. Chocolate is everything!
Q8. What does your typical weekend look like?
After a whole work week, I would love to rest as much as I can.
Sometimes I love to try new recipes.
Q9. What is the best piece of professional advice you’ve ever
received?
Once my teacher told me to never think that you know everything.
Always try to learn something new.
Q10. Last place that you visited which left you awe?
Last year I went to visit my sister in Murree and it felt like a dream
vacation. I’ve so many beautiful memories about that trip but my
favorite one is when I visited Patriata; there is a beautiful waterfall
there which made me fall for that place.
Q11. Got any phobias you’d like to break?
Whenever I hear bad news about someone, I get really depressed and
think that soon it is going to happen to me too.
Q12. What is your favorite family Tradition?
Every year on Eid we go to our Nani’s house. Where my all the aunties,
uncles and cousins get together and we all gossip & have dinner.
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06. BABA JEE KO SAB
MALOOM HAI

Q. Baba Jee Corona ka ilaaj bata dein?
Ans. Eik chutki sanitizer ki ehmiyat tum kya jaano, babu!
Bas time pe istemaal kar lete toh yeh sawal na poochtay!
Q. Baba jee Team lead banay bagair Work level 3 to 4
nahi ho sakta kia?
Ans. Aap bataayein, aapko konsa work level chahyiye...
WL 11 banadain? Shehenshah ki kursi par bithaadain?
Q. Doosri shaadi aur barbaadi mein kya farq hai?
Ans. Issi soch pe raho gey, tou dusri kya pehli bhe haath
nahi aye gee… Baaju wali se baat kar aur kud jaa!
Q. Baba Jee overtime policy kab aye gee Salesflo mai?
Ans. Masoom bachay, akal kay kachay, table tennis khelna
chordoh overtime khud hi undertime ban jaye gaa! Khush
raho!
Q. Baba Jee promotion kb kara rahy hen?
Ans. Bus aapki mehnat ki dair hai, baaki upar walay ki dain
hai!
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DEPLOYMENT TEAM
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Osama Ahsan

Salman Shah

Ahsan Hanif

07. TEAM SPOTLIGHT

Presenting to you, the Deployment Team who is always there for the big finish!

Q1. Explain your role in one line.
Ji Sir, Kya madad kar saktay hain apki hukum karein?

Q1. Explain your role in one line.
Salesflo Tiger

Q1. Explain your role in one line.
Available to handle surprises

Q2. Who is more likely to crack a joke during a serious
meeting from your team?
Usually we always have some work-related funny incidents
so we share with each other in our joint team sessions.
Particularly Osama always come up with one liner joke.

Q2. Who is more likely to crack a joke during a serious
meeting from your team?
Osama Ahsan

Q2. Who is more likely to crack a joke during a serious
meeting from your team?
Raja Mazhar

Q3. A movie/tv series that would describe your team
The Avengers

Q3. A movie/tv series that would describe your team
The Expendables

Q4. Any interesting event that occurred during Go Live?
Engro Distribution Go Live in Punjab. They celebrated by
dancing and playing the drum.

Q4. Any interesting event that occurred during Go Live?
During Engro Foods Distribution Live they arranged a
cake cutting ceremony for Salesflo Team and they called
me on stage and praised me.

Q3. A movie/tv series that would describe your team
Avengers
Q4. Any interesting event that occurred during Go Live?
Installed beta app on 20+ app users and turns out that beta
app was not the correct version and orders had already
been placed by the order bookers on the Go Live day.
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Farzoq Anjum

Aurangzeb Zafar

Mazhar Anwar

Zeeshan Haider

DEPLOYMENT TEAM

Q1. Explain your role in one line.
Salesflo Champion

Q1. Explain your role in one line.
Front Line soldiers of Salesflo

Q1. Explain your role in one line.
Scapegoat

Q1. Explain your role in one line.
Rawalpindi Express

Q2. Who is more likely to crack a joke during a serious
meeting from your team?
Aurangzaib

Q2. Who is more likely to crack a joke during a serious
meeting from your team?
Osama Ahsan

Q2. Who is more likely to crack a joke during a serious
meeting from your team?
Mazhar

Q2. Who is more likely to crack a joke during a serious
meeting from your team?
Raja Mazhar

Q3. A movie/tv series that would describe your team
Hum Sath Sath Hain

Q3. A movie/tv series that would describe your team
Fast and Furious

Q3. A movie/tv series that would describe your team
Avengers

Q3. A movie/tv series that would describe your team
The A Team

Q4. Any interesting event that occurred during Go Live?
During a meeting, we were waiting for the manager whose
name was Sana Ali. I thought the manager was a woman
but turned out to be a male. Names can be deceiving.

Q4. Any interesting event that occurred during Go Live?
Motivational speech of Ahsan Hanif to Mondelez Sales
Team and Cake Cutting Ceremony on Go Live.

Q4. Any interesting event that occurred during Go Live?
Dance at Engro Foods Go Live

Q4. Any interesting event that occurred during Go Live?
Engro Foods ice cream dinner
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Management
Committee

08.TITLES GALORE

- Chaar Deewaney
- The Adams Family
- Fantastic Four
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Customer
Success Team
- Karobar Chalaney Waley
- Dard-e-Disco
- Pajie Tusi Great Ho

Deployment
Team
- Mard-e-Mujahid
- Rataa Maar
- Lage Raho Munna Bhai

Product
Development Team
- “Kamal” ho gaya
- Mazloom Awaam
- The Real MVPs

Design &
UX Team
- Charlie’s Angels
- Mr Hero and Team
- The Anti-Depressant Pills

Quality
Assurance Team
-Mother Goose & her Gooslings
- Bomb Squad
- CID

Finance
Team
- Slumber
- Aamdani Athanni Kharcha Rupaiya
- One Man Army

Human
Resource Team
- Powerpuff Girls
- Talash-e-Talent
- Sirf Baatein

Product
Design Team
- Yeh Kaun hai bhai?
- Yeh kahan tak hojayega?
- The Doc Jocks
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09. RECOMMENDATIONS

What are people:
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Watching?
Reading?
Mindset
Mindset is an inspiring and course altering book, written by a
Stanford University psychologist Carol Dwek. It will take you to a
journey of complete paradigm shift with respect to your character
traits, skills, relationships and how you perceive challenges in
your life. There are a lot of examples of students, sportsmen,
businessmen and leaders who achieved greatness by practicing
“growth mindset”, which is explained in the book in detail. It is
a MUST read for people of all ages. It made me more mindful,
accepting and open to a lot of possibilities in life. I hope it does the
same and a lot more for you.
Good Reads: 4.1/5
Muhammad Hamza

Daredevil
Daredevil is a TV show where Matt Murdock manages to overcome
the challenges that he faces due to the fact that he is blind since
childhood and fights criminals as a lawyer and Daredevil.
IMDB : 8.6/10
Saqlain Shoaib

ASUR
ASUR is a TV Show where a forensic-expert-turned-teacher returns
to his roots at the CBI, and along with his former mentor Dhananjay
Rajpoot, finds himself caught in a cat-and-mouse game with a brutal
serial killer. What follows is a blend of suspense, mythology and the
murders of some people totally unrelated.
IMDB : 8.4/10
Saqlain Shoaib

Listening?
Podcast
Conan O’ Brien Needs a Friend - A hilarious and light hearted
podcast perfect for winding down after a long day.
Good Reads: 4.1/5
Zehra Saad

Eating?
Novu
People must have had Ginsoy in Karachi like me, but let me tell
you Novu is the best pan Asian cuisine I have ever had. Walking
distance from Lahore office makes it easier for us to have a casual
lunch there whenever in the mood.
Ahzam Sannan
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09. RECOMMENDATIONS

What are people cooking?
So what if you can’t go to Italy? Chef Raazia
is bringing Italy to you in the form of Creamy
Roasted Red Pepper Pasta!

Ingredients
1 small onion cut in half
2-3 garlic cloves
1 tablespoon olive oil
Salt and pepper to taste

12 ounces spaghetti or pasta or choice
1 15 ounces jar 15.5 oz roasted red peppers drained
1/2 cup milk
Fresh chopped parsley for serving

Method
Preheat the oven to 425°F. Line a baking sheet with aluminum foil or parchment paper.
Place cut onions and garlic cloves on baking sheet. Drizzle with olive oil, sprinkle with
salt and pepper. Roast in the preheated oven until tender and cut surface of the onion is
golden brown, about 25-30 minutes.
When cooked, transfer the onions and garlic to a food processor. Add the drained roasted
red peppers and blend until everything is evenly combined and smooth. Set aside.
Cook pasta in salted water according to package instructions.

Serves
4-5
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Cooking Time
1 hr

Method
Bake - Stove top

Difficulty level
Easy

Transfer the pureed sauce to a large skillet and cook for a few minutes until the sauce
bubbles. Season with salt and pepper to taste, then add milk to the skillet to thin out the
pasta sauce. Whisk to combine.
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Successfully completed the AWS Certification
requirements and has achieved:

10. ACHIEVEMENT
UNLOCKED

AWS Certifiication
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Awarded to

Deebaj Mehdi Gardezi
Moizam Hussain
Shakir Ali
Iqra Baloch
Iqra Khan
Shahnawaz Ali Rajper
Arsalan Memon
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11. CONGRATS IN ORDER
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Manha Ahsan

Syed Zulshan Ali Yaqteen

Born: 15th July 2020

Born: 31st August 2020

Osama Ahsan and Mahwish Niaz

Syed Zeeshan Haider and Syeda

were blessed with a baby girl.

Arooj Kazmi were blessed with a
baby boy.
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12. SURVIVAL OF THE
NORMAL-EST

How-To Guide on adjusting to the
new normal at Salesflo:
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Shook hands with someone? No worries,
sanitizer to the rescue.
Wear a mask at all cost… or keep the 500
rupees coming.
Steer clear of Rabbia so stay at the 4th
floor of Karachi office to be safe :p
Or if you want to escape it all, relocate to
Lahore Office :p
Also just btw Hyderabad team really knows how
to survive by having multiple makeshift offices.
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13.DARE TO UNMASK

From Left: Bilal, Danish, Zoha, Hamza and Saman
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GUESS WHO?

14. SPOTTED
20

15. FUNFLO!
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50- C, Khe-Shahbaz, DHA,
Phase VI, Karachi
+92 21 3584 0340

03-22/24, Mapletree Business City, 20 Pasr
Panjang Road (East Wing), Singapore
+65 8614 8720

2nd Street GMB Colony,
Qasimabad, A-53,
Hyderabad

Daftarkhwan, Vogue Tower, 3rd Floor,
MM Alam Road, Gulberg 3, Lahore

Saadat House 13L, 13 KM, Baagh
Stop, Multan Road, Lahore

